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Bismuth (Bi)-doped photonic materials, which exhibit broadband near-infrared (NIR) luminescence
(1000–1600 nm), are evolving into interesting gain media. However, the traditional methods have shown their
limitations in enhancing Bi NIR emission, especially in the microregion. Consequently, the typical NIR emission
has seldom been achieved in Bi-doped waveguides, which highly restricts the application of Bi-activated materials.
Here, superbroadband Bi NIR emission is induced in situ instantly in the grating region by a femtosecond (fs)
laser inside borosilicate glasses. A series of structural and spectroscopic characterizations are summoned to probe
the generation mechanism. And we show how this novel NIR emission in the grating region can be enhanced
significantly and erased reversibly. Furthermore, we successfully demonstrate Bi-activated optical waveguides.
These results present new insights into Bi-doped materials and push the development of broadband waveguide
amplification. © 2019 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Integrated photonic circuits, which depend on miniaturization,
flexibility, and combining multiple component designs, exhibit
substantial applications in telecommunication, sensing, and
monitoring [1–5]. Enormous efforts in recent years have
been made to achieve optical amplification on planar
optical waveguides for the demand of optical transmission
[6,7]. Typically, four-wave mixing and self-phase modulation
are normally used to broaden the amplification bandwidth
on silicon waveguides [8]. However, highly precise signal
matching is essential and difficult to realize, which evokes
more difficulties in signal modulation and sophisticated optical
design.

As an emerging fabrication technique, femtosecond (fs) laser
microprocessing, with the unique advantages of ultrafast re-
sponse time, high precision, and favorable flexibility, has been
considered as a simple and effective way to fabricate optical
waveguide amplifiers [3]. Up to now, via the fs laser writing
technique, excellent optical waveguide amplifiers have been
demonstrated, such as erbium-doped waveguide amplifiers

[9] and ytterbium-doped Y3Al5O12 crystals [7]. However, the
current waveguide amplifiers, which are normally activated by
rare-earth ions, suffer from narrow bandwidth. The bandwidth
of most optical amplifiers doped with rare-earth ions is less
than 50 nm. The amplification signals are restrained in the
C (1525–1565 nm) and L (1565–1605 nm) bands, which
hampers the full usage of low loss window, especially for the
second transmission window. Due to the forbidden f–f tran-
sitions between the inner shell 4f orbits of rare-earth ions,
the near-infrared (NIR) emission of rare-earth ions is highly
insensitive to the local glass structure. It is almost impossible
to further extend the bandwidth of rare-earth-doped optical
waveguides via fs irradiation. Therefore, it is essential and of
great significance to activate optical waveguides with broad-
band NIR emission via fs microprocessing, especially covering
the whole optical transmission window.

Bismuth (Bi) ions within bulk glasses and fibers can
exhibit ultrabroadband NIR luminescence, which spans the
whole optical communication window from 900 to 1600 nm
[10–12]. And Bi-functionalized optical amplification has been
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demonstrated in Bi-doped fibers. Thus, Bi ions could activate
an optical waveguide with broadband NIR emission so as
to realize the amplification in the whole NIR region. As
far as we know, when Bi ions are doped or diffused into
the host, Bi NIR active ions are easily converted into other
Bi species, such as Bi metals, Bi3�, and Bi2�. Bi NIR emis-
sion thus decreases and even quenches completely [13,14].
Therefore, much effort has been devoted to realizing effective
and broad Bi NIR emission. So far, various methods have
been employed to enhance their NIR emission, including
modulating the coordination of aluminum, applying reducing
atmosphere, and high-energy irradiation [15–17]. However,
the current strategies are limited to the body of bulk glasses
or fibers. All these cannot space-selectively precipitate Bi NIR
emission centers and enhance their emission inside transpar-
ent glasses. As a result, the challenge still remains for the
fabrication of Bi-doped waveguides due to the lack of modu-
lating strategy of Bi NIR emission in the microregion,
which surely restricts the application of Bi-doped materials
in microdevices.

Here, by fs laser direct writing, we successfully activate
gratings inside Bi-doped borosilicate glasses, which present
superbroadband NIR emission (full width at half-maximum,
FWHM > 300 nm). Bi NIR emission centers are generated
instantly in the grating region and stabilized at ambient temper-
ature. This unique NIR emission ranging from 1000 to
1600 nm is significantly enhanced by 2 orders compared to
that of the sample without irradiation. And it can be erased
flexibly through appropriate thermal stimulation. The genera-
tion mechanism is well discussed to offer insight on Bi-
activated photonic materials. Moreover, we also present a
strengthening strategy by the photoionization effect. Finally,
this ultrabroad NIR emission is demonstrated successfully in
Bi-activated waveguides. This work is a proof of concept,
and we believe the quality of waveguides can be further im-
proved by optimizing the profile of the refractive index and
the emission distribution of the cross section. The results
are of great importance for further studies on Bi-doped materi-
als for potential applications in integrated optical devices.

2. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample Preparation
Borosilicate glasses exhibiting a large glass formation region,
high third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, and optical
transmission have been employed widely in photonic materials
[18,19]. Molar composition of borosilicate glasses (80-x-y)
B2O3 · xPbO · ySiO2 · 18Bi2O3 · 2Sb2O3 (x � 0, 5, 15, 20,
25, 35, 45) were prepared by the conventional melt-quenching
method in air atmosphere, which were coded as BxPS (x � 0,
5, 15, 20, 25, 35, 45), respectively. The molar ratio of
B2O3:SiO2 is 4:1. B2O3, SiO2, PbO, Bi2O3, and Sb2O3

(99.9% purity, Sigma-Aldrich) were employed as raw materials.
60 g batches were mixed homogeneously in an agate mortar,
and then melted in alumina crucibles at 1200°C for
40 min. The melts were subsequently poured onto a stainless
steel plate and pressed with another plate immediately. The
samples were cut to dimensions of 10 mm × 10 mm ×

1.5 mm and polished optically for subsequent microprocessing
and measurements. All samples are transparent and colorless.

B. Characterizations
A commercial Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Legend Elite
Series, Coherent Inc.) system, emitting pulses with central
wavelength of 800 nm, 50 fs duration, and 1 kHz repetition
rate, was employed as the laser source. The laser pulse was fo-
cused on 300 μm beneath the surface of glass samples using a
microscope objective (Nikon, 50×, numerical aperture 0.80).
Microstructure gratings with 5 mm × 5 mm were fabricated
under 6.0 μJ per laser pulse energy at a speed of 10 μm/s along
the x axis, perpendicular to the laser propagation axis (z axis).
25 μm of line interval and 15 μm of width were determined
to ensure that the grating region was connected closely in
plates. The Fs laser pulse energy was adjusted by a continuous
light attenuator and calibrated by a power meter (Serial
No. M00256500, Thorlabs Inc.). The diffraction patterns were
obtained by an He–Ne laser at 632.8 nm.

Absorption spectra were measured with a Perkin Elmer
Lambda 900 UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometer in a spectral
range from 200 to 3200 nm. NIR emission spectra were taken
on a Zolix Omni λ3007 spectrometer (Zolix Instruments, Inc.,
Beijing, China) equipped with an InGaAs photodetector and a
SR830 Stanford Research lock-in amplifier. A continuous wave
808 nm GaAlAs semiconductor laser diode (LD) was used as
the excitation source. The laser is output in parallel. Visible
luminescence spectra were measured on an Edinburgh FLS
920 spectrofluorometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled
photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R5509-72). Elements mapping
distributions were performed on an electron probe microana-
lyzer (EPMA-1600, Shimadzu). The valence state of Bi was
measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using
a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer equipped with a focused
monochromatic Al Kα X-ray beam (1486.6 eV, 5 mA × 10 kV,
∼5 × 10−9 Torr), and the binding energy was calibrated to the
C 1s peak at 284.6 eV. The diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS)
were collected on a Cary 5000 UV−VIS−NIR spectrophotom-
eter. The 532 nm laser with ∼5 mW of output power is
generated by the second-harmonic of a 1064 Nd:YAG laser
source. It was used to measure Raman spectra in the spectral
range from 10 to 4000 cm−1 on a Renishaw InVia spectrom-
eter. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded
on a Bruker Vector 33 spectrometer by homogeneously dispers-
ing samples in KBr pellets. 11B MAS nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) spectra were measured using Bruker AVANCE
III HD 400 instruments. NIR emission of the waveguide was
detected by a fiber optical spectrometer (QE65pro, Ocean
Optics). The multimode fiber pigtailed to the Ocean Optics
spectrometer was 1.2 m long with a numerical aperture of
0.22. The refractive index was recorded on a prism coupling
apparatus (Metricon Model 2010). Waveguide transmission
losses were measured over propagation distances of 0.5–
2.5 cm at 1310 nm with the cutback technique. The input light
was coupled to the sample by aligning the fibers directly with
the waveguide. The output light was coupled to the photo-
detector through a focusing microscope objective, which col-
lected most of the outgoing light. All measurements were
performed at room temperature.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. In situ Instant Generation of Bi NIR Emission
Centers under fs Laser Irradiation
Gratings with a large size of 5 mm × 5 mm were prepared in-
side glass for convenience to measure the absorption spectra.
The top of Fig. 1(a) shows the optical microscope image of
gratings under 6.0 μJ of pulse energy. All samples are transpar-
ent and colorless before fs laser irradiation. After fs laser irra-
diation, the grating region of the samples turns directly reddish
brown, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 1(a). The reddish brown
deepens gradually as pulse energy increases from 2.0 to 8.0 μJ.
An obvious absorption peak at 512 nm is observed in the region
[see Fig. 1(b)], which is from typical absorption of Bi NIR
emission centers [20]. Absorption coefficients increase from
0.95 to 5.64 cm−1 with laser pulse energy from 2.0 to 8.0 μJ.
The data are fitted well by an exponential equation with a cor-
relation (R � 0.993), as shown in the blue curve of Fig. 1(d).
Clearly, Bi NIR emission centers are induced in the grating
region after fs laser irradiation.

Furthermore, we measured the emission spectra of the gra-
ting region with different laser pulse energies upon 808 nm
excitation. Bi NIR emissions are hardly observed before fs laser
irradiation [see the blue curve of Fig. 1(c)]. Ultrabroadband Bi
NIR emissions are enhanced significantly in the range from
1000 to 1600 nm after fs laser irradiation. As laser pulse energy
increases from 2.0 to 8.0 μJ, Bi NIR luminescence is enhanced
by 15, 36, 76, and 174 times, respectively, compared to before
fs laser irradiation [see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. The intensity of Bi
NIR emission also exhibits exponential growth along with in-
creasing laser pulse energy. Therefore, ultrabroadband Bi NIR

emission could be induced under fs laser irradiation and en-
hanced by increasing the laser pulse energy.

To clarify the generation mechanism of Bi NIR emission
centers, we first measured the relative distribution of B, O,
and Bi elements around a laser-focused point [see Fig. 2(a)].
From the electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) mapping,
one can see that the relative content of the Bi element has
no obvious change. This result indicates that the increase of
Bi NIR emission centers cannot be attributed to the migration
of the Bi element at the laser-focused point. However, O and B
elements migrate in opposite directions. The imperfect beam
profile may be responsible for the asymmetry redistribution
of the B and O elements. Because of the heat accumulation
effect of the high repetition rate, the temperatures increase
drastically to 2000 K at the laser-focused point [21,22]. The
imperfect beam profile of the laser may lead to the asymmetric
distribution of temperature around the focused region, thus
causing the nonuniform migration of elements. The O element
involves a higher diffusion coefficient than the B element [23];
thus, it moves easily out of the high temperature region. The B
element is forced to migrate to the low O region to eliminate
the concentration gradient, thus exhibiting high content in
the low O region. This thus leads to the opposite distribution
of B and O around the laser-focused point. The glass network
formers are mainly constituted by B and O atoms. The dra-
matic redistribution of B and O indicates the transformation
of the glass network structure under fs laser irradiation.

Further, we explored the variation of the glass network struc-
ture around the laser-focused region by micro-Raman spectra.
The Raman spectrum of the B0PS sample without irradiation

Fig. 1. Absorption and NIR emission of B0PS sample after fs laser irradiation. (a) Optical microscope image of grating under 6.0 μJ of fs laser
pulse energy, and photographs of B0PS sample irradiated under different pulse energy (0–8.0 μJ, as labeled); (b) UV/VIS/NIR absorption and
(c) NIR emission spectra (λex � 808 nm) of the B0PS sample with increasing fs laser pulse energy; (d) dependence of Bi NIR emission intensity (red
curve) and absorption coefficients (blue curve) on the pulse energy of the fs laser.
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was added for comparison (black curve). The low-frequency
region exhibits two sharp bands at 70 and 153 cm−1 [see
the black curve in Fig. 2(b)]. The peak at 70 cm−1 is clearly
related to the acoustic Raman modes of heavy metal Bi cations
as Miller et al. [24] have demonstrated in a series of glasses con-
taining different metal oxides. And the peak at 153 cm−1 is def-
initely attributed to the vibration of Bi3� cations as [BiO6]
octahedral units. It has been demonstrated that the character-
istic peak matches α-Bi2O3 well, which indicates that the va-
lence state of Bi is �3. [25,26]. The peak at 366 cm−1 and its
shoulder peak at 650 cm−1 in the middle-frequency region are
assigned to the stretching vibration of Bi-O-Bi and Bi-O- in the
distorted [BiO6] units, respectively [27]. In the high-frequency
range, the broadbands at 820–1165 cm−1 and 1165–1565 cm−1

are characteristic of stretching vibration of B-O-B from [BO4]
tetrahedral and planar [BO3] triangles, respectively [28,29].
After fs laser irradiation, these characteristic bands can also
be observed in the irradiation region. The sharp Raman peaks
at 153 cm−1 from Bi3� cations become weaker gradually as the
distance decreases from the surroundings (points B, C, D, and
E) to the center (point A), which indicates the decrease of Bi3�

ions of the irradiation region. From margin E to center A, the
intensity of stretching vibration of Bi-O-Bi at 366 cm−1

decreases gradually while the signal from Bi-O- at 650 cm−1

increases. This means that bridge oxygen bonds of Bi-O-Bi
are broken into nonbridge oxygen bonds under ultrastrong
fs laser peak power density. The increase of nonbridge oxygen
bonds may cause the glass network structure of the irradiation
region to become looser. Meanwhile, the stretching vibration of
B-O-B from tetrahedral [BO4] at 820–1165 cm−1 decreases
gradually from the surrounding points to the center. In con-
trast, the broadband at 1165–1565 cm−1 from triangles
[BO3] increases consistently. These results indicate the trans-
formation of glass network formers from [BO4] to [BO3] units
under fs laser irradiation. As we know, planar BO3 triangles
exhibit a lower cross-linked network than tetrahedral [BO4].
Thus, one could infer that the glass network structure is depo-
lymerized under fs laser irradiation. The looser glass network
structure cannot efficiently isolate Bi NIR emission centers.
This will greatly increase the probability of nonradiation tran-
sition. In this case, Bi NIR emission becomes weaker than
that of the sample before fs laser irradiation. However, Bi
NIR luminescence of the irradiation region is enhanced signifi-
cantly. Therefore, the generation of Bi NIR centers could not
be ascribed to the evolution of the glass network structure and
element migration under fs irradiation.

Previously, photoreduction of active ions has occurred via
fs laser irradiation. For example, Sm3� and Eu3� were

Fig. 2. Element migration, micro-Raman spectra, and visible fluorescence spectra in the fs laser-focused region. (a) Backscattering electron image
and element distribution showing the relative concentrations of O, B, and Bi around the fs laser focal point; (b) micro-Raman spectra of the fs laser-
focused region with different positions under 2.0 μJ of pulse energy. The Raman spectrum of the B0PS sample without fs irradiation is added for
comparison (black curve). (c) XPS profiles at the Bi 4f core level of the B0PS sample before and after fs laser irradiation; (d) visible fluorescence
spectra of the B0PS sample upon 354 nm excitation with laser pulse energy from 0 to 8.0 μJ.
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converted into Sm2� and Eu2�, respectively, under ultrastrong
fs laser pulse energy [30,31]. Here, we believe that the gener-
ation of Bi NIR centers could also be ascribed to the valence
change of Bi ions under fs laser irradiation. We have attempted
to measure the contents of Bi NIR emission centers by either
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) or extended X-ray ab-
sorption fine structure (EXAFS). Two characteristic peaks are
observed at 159.6 and 164.6 eV in the XPS profiles, respec-
tively, which are consistent with the reported 4f spectrum of
α-Bi2O3 [see Fig. 2(c)] [32]. They are ascribed to 4f 7∕2 and
4f 5∕2 of Bi3�, respectively. However, this change cannot be dis-
tinguished before and after fs laser irradiation. This may be be-
cause traditional valence detection techniques, such as XPS and
EXAFS, are not sensitive to Bi species, which cannot detect the
exact concentration of Bi NIR emission centers and confirm
their types. Besides, the concentration of Bi NIR emission cen-
ters is very low in the irradiated region, which is below the lim-
its of detection of XPS. Therefore, the change of valence of Bi
ions cannot be detected by the XPS profiles. Over the past few
decades, various types of Bi NIR emission centers have been
proposed [33–43]. On the basis of thorough works, low-
valence Bi species, e.g., Bi� or Bi0, have been considered widely
as NIR emission centers. Besides, it has been confirmed that
visible luminescence was attributed to Bi3� or Bi2� ions
[44]. In this work, the absorption and emission spectra were
employed to detect the change of Bi species before and after
fs laser irradiation because these measurement methods are
more sensitive to Bi ions. As fs laser pulse energy increases from
2.0 to 8.0 μJ, visible luminescence from Bi3� at 504 nm
decreases sharply under 354 nm excitation [see Fig. 2(d)],
but Bi NIR emission increases, as shown in Fig. 1(c). On
the basis of these results, we considered that the enhancement
of Bi NIR emission may be attributed to the valence change
from high-valence Bi3� to low-valence Bi NIR active ions, such
as Bi0 or Bi�, under fs laser irradiation.

The reduction of Bi ions may be due to avalanche ionization
under ultrastrong fs laser power density. Avalanche ionization is
a common nonlinear optical phenomenon of the interaction of
fs lasers with transparent material, and it has been proved pre-
viously by world-famous scientists, such as Mazur, Hirao, and
Kazansky [45–47]. In this work, when the laser pulse energy is
2.0 μJ and the diameter of the laser-focused point is 20 μm, the
fs laser peak power density reaches 1.3 × 1013 W∕cm2 at the
laser-focused point. At such ultrastrong power density, elec-
trons absorb energy from multiple photons and pass from
the valence band to the conduction band. When the stimulated
electron energy is strong enough, impact ionization occurs and
triggers electrons of other ions to the conduction band.
Avalanche ionization will thus be achieved, and free electrons
of the conduction band will exhibit an exponential increase.
Here, we consider that avalanche ionization may occur under
fs laser irradiation and thus cause the change of the valence of
Bi ions by the photoreduction reaction as follows:

Bin� � xe−!fs Bi�n−x��: (1)

As the photoreduction reaction proceeds to the right direction,
high-valence Bi ions, such as Bi3� and Bi2�, are converted to
low valence after fs laser irradiation. Low-valence Bi species

increase greatly, and high-valence Bi3� ions decrease. Bi
NIR emission from low-valence Bi species is thus enhanced
[see Fig. 1(c)], while visible luminescence decreases dramati-
cally in the irradiation region [see Fig. 2(d)]. According to
the multiphoton absorption equation,

P�I� � σkI k, (2)

where P is the probability of multiphoton absorption, σk is the
multiphoton absorption cross section for the absorption of k
photons, I is the laser peak intensity [48], and the probability
of multiphoton absorption P increases exponentially with in-
creasing laser intensity and photon number k. Correspondingly,
the number of ionized free electrons increases exponentially
with the laser intensity. According to reaction (1), Bi NIR
emission centers increase with the increase of ionized free
electrons. Thus, the absorption coefficient and Bi NIR emission
increase exponentially with laser pulse peak intensity, as shown
in Fig. 1(d).

B. Enhancing the Bi NIR Emission of the Grating
Region
As explored above, ultrabroadband Bi NIR emission is induced
in the fs laser irradiated region and enhanced by increasing the
fs laser pulse energy. However, micro/nanocracks or voids may
occur in the irradiation region as the fs laser pulse energy in-
creases continually [49]. The occurrence of microcracks will
hamper the Bi NIR emission of the grating region. Hence,
we should seek another powerful strategy to enhance the Bi
NIR luminescence of the grating region. According to the gen-
eration mechanism of Bi NIR emission centers, ionized free
electrons can reduce Bi species from high valence to low valence
under fs irradiation. Bi NIR luminescence is thus enhanced
with the increase of low-valence Bi NIR centers. Therefore,
we should stimulate the formation of more free electrons to
enhance Bi NIR emission. As we all know, a Pb atom exhibits
the same electronic configuration as a Bi� ion. Under fs laser
irradiation, the electron cloud of its outer orbits is easily ionized
due to the large atom radius [50]. A large number of free elec-
trons may be produced under fs laser irradiation. Besides, PbO
exists as a glass network intermediator in a borosilicate glass
system [51]. Previous studies have shown that Bi NIR lumines-
cence can be enhanced by adding glass network intermediates
[20]. Furthermore, Pb-doped glasses exhibit high optical trans-
mission and superior nonlinear optical susceptibility and
mechanical properties. They will efficiently avoid the occur-
rence of micro/nanocracks and voids under strong laser irradi-
ation. For these reasons, different contents of PbO were added
into the B0PS glass, which were coded as BxPS (x � 0, 5, 15,
20, 25, 35, 45, x% represents the molar fraction of PbO).

Before fs laser irradiation, absorption peaks cannot be ob-
served for all BxPS samples (x � 0, 5, 15, 20, 25, 35, 45).
This indicates the ultralow content of Bi NIR emission centers
in the host materials. Correspondingly, Bi NIR emission is
extremely weak under 808 nm excitation, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The emission increases gradually as PbO content in-
creases from 0 to 20%, and reaches a maximum at 20%, then
decreases. Bi NIR emission of B20PS (x � 20) is enhanced by
5 times relative to that of the B0PS sample without PbO. To
reveal the enhancement mechanism, we explored the evolution
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of the glass network structure of BxPS glasses by FTIR spectra
and 11B NMR spectra. In the FTIR spectra, four broadbands
are observed at ∼491 cm−1, ∼690 cm−1, 800–1200 cm−1, and
1200–1500 cm−1, respectively [see Fig. 3(b)]. The broadband
at ∼491 cm−1 is assigned to the deformation vibration of
Pb-O from a [PbO4] tetrahedron [19]. At low PbO content
(x � 0–20), the broadband from the [PbO4] tetrahedron was
not obvious. As PbO content increases from 20% to 45%,
the vibration intensity of the [PbO4] tetrahedron increases
gradually. This indicates the formation of a [PbO4] tetrahedron
at high PbO content (x � 20–45). The broadband at
∼690 cm−1 results from the bending vibration of B-O-B from
the [BO3] triangle. The vibration intensity becomes weaker with
increasing PbO content from 0 to 20%, and then increases
until PbO content of 45%. The other two broadbands at
800–1200 cm−1 and 1200–1500 cm−1 are attributed to the
stretching vibration of B-O- of the [BO4] and [BO3] units, re-
spectively [28]. PbO as a glass network intermediate will lead to
the conversion of [BO4] and [BO3] [18]. We calculate the rel-
ative ratio of �BO4�∕�BO3� through the integral intensity
[see Fig. 3(d)]. The relative ratio of �BO4�∕�BO3� increases
gradually with increasing PbO content from 0 to 20%, reaches
a maximum at 20%, and then decreases. In the NMR spectra,
the peaks at ∼0 and ∼10−5 are considered a chemical shift from
[BO4] and [BO3], respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(c) [18,29].
The relative ratio of �BO4�∕�BO3� presents the same trend [see
Fig. 3(d)]. Therefore, the variation of Bi NIR luminescence prop-
erties may be due to the evolution of the glass network structure.

At low PbO content (x � 0–20), PbO acts as a glass net-
work modifier. The oxygen atoms from PbO are coordinated

preferentially to [BO3] units, causing the conversion of [BO3]
into [BO4] units. The relative ratio of �BO4�∕�BO3� increases
with the addition of PbO content, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The
glass network structure is polymerized gradually with increasing
PbO from 0 to 20% because the [BO4] tetrahedron involves a
higher cross-linked network than [BO3] units. High network
polymerization efficiently isolates Bi NIR emission centers. The
probability of nonradiation transition decreases significantly.
Bi NIR luminescence of BxPS glasses is thus enhanced below
20% [see Fig. 3(a)]. When PbO content is higher than 20%,
PbO acts as a glass network former. A �PbO4∕2�2− tetrahedron
forms gradually, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The relative ratio of
�BO4�∕�BO3� decreases because glass network formers [BO4]
are substituted preferentially for the �PbO4� tetrahedron. But
�PbO4∕2�2− involves higher negative charges than �BO4∕2�−.
In order to maintain the electric neutrality of the glass network
structure, excess positive charges are forced to oxidize low-
valence Bi NIR centers into high-valence Bi species. As
low-valence Bi NIR emission centers decrease, Bi NIR lumines-
cence decreases gradually at high PbO content.

To obtain higher gain of Bi-activated waveguides, Bi NIR
emission of waveguides should also be enhanced. Enhancing Bi
NIR emission of the grating region means the enhancement of
Bi-activated waveguides. Thus, we further explored the effect of
the addition of PbO on Bi NIR emission of the grating region.
The same grating structures were prepared inside BxPS glasses
(x � 5, 15, 20, 25, 35, 45) under 6.0 μJ of laser pulse energy.
For all samples, the grating region transformed instantly into
reddish brown after fs irradiation. The reddish brown deepens
gradually as PbO content increases, as shown in the inset of

Fig. 3. NIR emission and structure analysis of BxPS glasses without fs laser irradiation. (a) Emission (λex � 808 nm), (b) FTIR, and (c) 11BMAS
NMR spectra of BxPS glasses (x � 0, 5, 15, 20, 25, 35, 45) before fs laser irradiation; (d) relative ratio of �BO4�∕�BO3� in 11BMAS NMR and FTIR
spectra, respectively, as a function of PbO content.
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Fig. 4(a). In the colored region, typical absorption peaks from
Bi NIR centers are observed in all samples, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
The jump at 860 nm is due to the switch of the grating. A
holographic grating with 1440 lines per mm is used in the
UV/VIS range from 185 to 860 nm. A grating with 360 lines
per mm is employed in the NIR range from 860 to 3200 nm.
The absorption coefficients of BxPS samples increase gradually,
and the absorption peaks exhibit blueshift from 511 to 487 nm.
Clearly, the addition of PbO induces more Bi NIR active ions
under fs laser irradiation.

The Bi NIR emission of the grating region was measured
under 808 nm excitation. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the broadband
NIR emissions from 1000 to 1600 nm are presented in all the
samples. For Pb-doped samples, where PbO content is 5%–
45%, Bi NIR emissions are enhanced by 2 orders of magnitude
relative to that before fs laser irradiation [see Figs. 4(b) and 4
(c)]. For example, the emission of the B25PS sample is en-
hanced by 600 times after fs laser irradiation. Before fs laser
irradiation, Bi NIR emission is enhanced only by 6.5 times
with increasing PbO content from 0 to 25%, as shown in
Fig. 3(a), which is due to the polymerization of the glass net-
work structure, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). After fs laser
irradiation, Bi NIR emissions of all the glass samples are en-
hanced by 2 orders of magnitude relative to that before fs laser

irradiation. Clearly, laser irradiation is more efficient in en-
hancing Bi NIR emission. The emission intensity increases
gradually as PbO content increases from 0 to 25% and reaches
a maximum at 25%, then decreases gradually as PbO content
increases from 25% to 45%. The decrease in emission intensity
should be attributed to concentration quenching at the high
content of PbO because the absorption increases continually.
The redshift should be due to the enhanced reabsorption,
and the absorption spectra overlap with the emission spectra,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). It also contributed perhaps to the
enhancement of the local crystal field around Bi NIR active
ions. It will lower the lowest excited levels.

To explore the enhancement mechanism, the chemical envi-
ronment of Pb and Bi elements was measured by XPS before
and after fs laser irradiation. As shown in Fig. 4(d), typical
symmetric peaks are observed at 138.2 and 143.2 eV in the
B25PS sample before fs laser irradiation, which are from Pb2�

with binding energies of 4f 7∕2 and 4f 5∕2, respectively [52].
These two binding energies increase simultaneously after fs
laser irradiation [see Fig. 4(d)], indicating the decrease of aver-
age electron density around Pb atoms. But there is no shift
to be observed in the binding energy of the Bi element for
the B25PS sample [see Fig. 4(d)]. As described in Section 3.A,
it may be because the measurement methods are not sensitive

Fig. 4. Absorption, Bi NIR emission of BxPS glasses, and the sample 60B2O3–15SiO2–23PbO–2Sb2O3 without Bi2O3 before and after fs laser
irradiation. (a) Absorption and (b) Bi NIR emission spectra (λex � 808 nm) of the grating region of BxPS (x � 0, 5, 15, 20, 25, 35, 45) glasses. The
inset in (a) shows photographs of the BxPS sample after fs laser irradiation. (c) The dependence of emission intensity and peak position on PbO
content (x � 0–45); (d) XPS profiles at Pb and the Bi 4f core level of the B25PS sample before and after fs laser irradiation; (e) absorption and
(f ) emission spectra of the 60 B2O3–15SiO2–23PbO–2Sb2O3 sample without Bi2O3 before and after fs laser irradiation.
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to Bi NIR emission centers, and the content of Bi NIR emis-
sion centers is very low in the irradiated region. Therefore, the
increase of electron density around Bi ions also cannot be
observed directly by the XPS profiles. Electrons of the outer
orbits on Pb atoms are ionized under ultrastrong laser pulse
energy. Ionized electrons increase gradually with the addition
of PbO. These released electrons will accelerate the reaction (1)
to the right direction. Correspondingly, high-valence Bi ions
are converted into low-valence Bi NIR emission centers [see
Fig. 4(a)]. The valence change of Bi ions indicates the increase
of the electron density after fs laser irradiation. The increase
of Bi NIR emission centers thus leads to the enhancement
of the Bi NIR emission of the grating region of BxPS samples
(x � 0, 5, 15, 20, 25, 35, 45) after adding PbO.

Also, the enhancement may be attributed to the change
of host glass materials after fs laser irradiation. To explore the
effect of irradiation on the host glass materials, the sample
60B2O3–15SiO2–23PbO–2Sb2O3 without Bi2O3 was pre-
pared under the same melting conditions. As shown in
Figs. 4(e) and 4(f ), no absorption peak and NIR emission
can be observed before and after fs laser irradiation. The irradi-
ation region turns from colorless into light yellow, which may be
attributed to the valence change of lead ions from low valence to
high valence via photoionization [see Fig. 4(d)]. Therefore, it
also indicates that the addition of PbO provides more electrons
to Bi ions, thus producing more Bi NIR emission centers.

C. Reversible Bi NIR Emission of the Grating Region
Utilizing the fs laser microprocessing technique, Bi NIR
emission can be one-step-induced in the grating region and sta-
bilized at ambient temperature. To achieve multiple manipu-
lation of Bi NIR emission of the irradiation region, we
endeavored to erase the Bi NIR emission of the grating region.
This will provide a reference model for designing erasable
Bi-doped waveguides. To our best knowledge, Bi NIR species
easily experience valence change under high temperature
[53,54]. Utilizing the sensitivity of Bi NIR active ions to
thermal stimulation, we attempted to erase the Bi NIR emis-
sion of the irradiation region by annealing.

The B25PS sample with 25% of PbO and the B0PS sample
without PbO were chosen to explore the effect of annealing on
the Bi NIR luminescence of the grating region. First, the same
gratings were fabricated inside the B25PS and B0PS samples
under 6.0 μJ of laser pulse energy. Then the irradiated samples
were annealed for 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 min, respectively. To
our best knowledge, the glass network structure may change
dramatically around a glass transition temperature of 463°C,
which may lead to the change of the Bi NIR emission. To avoid
the change of the glass structure, glass samples should be
annealed below the glass transition temperature. Therefore, the
annealed temperature was selected at 400°C. As the annealing
time was prolonged, the reddish brown of the irradiated
region degraded gradually, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b),

Fig. 5. Absorption, NIR emission, and visible luminescence of the B25PS irradiated sample after annealing. (a) Absorption, (b) NIR emission
(λex � 808 nm), and (c) visible fluorescence (λex � 354 nm) of the irradiation region of the B25PS sample annealed at 400°C for 0, 5, 10, 20, 40,
and 60min, respectively. The inset in (b) shows the corresponding photographs of the B25PS sample. (d) The dependence of the Bi NIR emission intensity
of the B0PS and B25PS samples on annealing time; (e) Bi NIR emission spectra of the B0PS and B25PS samples after first and second fs laser writing.
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indicating the decrease of Bi NIR active ions. We further mea-
sured absorption spectra of the samples with different annealing
times. The absorption coefficients decrease dramatically with
increasing annealing time [see Fig. 5(a)]. Correspondingly,
the Bi NIR emission of the B25PS sample decreases monoton-
ically upon 808 nm excitation [see Fig. 5(b)]. And the Bi NIR
emission of the B25PS sample exhibits a blueshift from 1296 to
1270 nm. When the annealing time is 60 min, the emission
intensity reduces to that before fs laser irradiation, and the
peak position shifts back the emission position of the sample
before fs laser irradiation, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Similar varia-
tion was observed in the B0PS sample under the same
annealing condition. Bi NIR emission can also be observed at
other temperatures below glass transition temperatures. For
example, when the B25PS sample is annealed at 300°C, the
Bi NIR emission can also be erased with the disappearance
of the reddish brown of the irradiation region.

Bi NIR emission can be rewritten in the grating region. Here,
we rewrote the grating inside the B0PS and B25PS samples
annealed for 60 min. The irradiation region and irradiation con-
ditions are the same as that of the first irradiation. The emission
intensity and peak exhibit faint variation compared to the
first irradiation, as shown in Fig. 5(e). For the sample B25PS,
the intensity of the Bi NIR emission increases barely after the
second irradiation, and the peak shifts slightly from 1296 to
1298 nm. Clearly, the Bi NIR emission of the irradiation region
can be erased and rewritten reversibly by annealing.

The visible luminescence of grating region was measured to
explore the erasure mechanism. As shown in Fig. 5(c), the visible
luminescence from Bi3� is enhanced gradually under 354 nm
excitation as the annealing time increases, indicating the increase
of high-valence Bi3� ions. As the annealing time increases, low-
valence Bi NIR emission centers are oxidized gradually into high-
valence Bi3� via thermal relaxation. Low-valence Bi NIR active
ions such as Bi0 and Bi� decrease, but high-valence Bi3� ions
increase gradually. Correspondingly, Bi NIR emission becomes
weaker, and the visible emission from Bi3� ions increases gradu-
ally. Thus, the erasure of the Bi NIR emission is attributed to the
valence change of Bi NIR active ions from low valence to high
valence under thermal stimulation.

Further, we analyze the effect of PbO on the erasure rate.
The degradation rate of the Bi NIR emission of the B25PS and

B0PS samples was quantified. As shown in Fig. 5(d), the in-
tensity of the Bi NIR emission decreases linearly with increas-
ing annealing time. According to the slope of the fitted curves,
the erasure rate of B25PS is accelerated by 28 times by adding
25% of PbO. As PbO is added into the glass system, the glass
network former [BO4] is substituted by [PbO4] units, as ex-
plored above. [PbO4] exhibits lower packing factors than
the [BO4] tetrahedron [18]. B25PS glass has a larger free vol-
ume than the B0PS sample without PbO. A larger free volume
is beneficial to the oxidation of Bi NIR active ions. Thus, the
erasure rate of Bi NIR emission can be accelerated by add-
ing PbO.

D. Broadband Emission from Bi-Doped Waveguides
Finally, we selected a B25PS sample to demonstrate simply
the fluorescence from Bi-activated waveguides. The change
of refractive index was measured by the diffraction pattern
[see Fig. 6(a)]. The first-order diffraction efficiency is 10%
by the ratio of second-order diffraction intensity and incident
light intensity. The change of refractive index is 4.7 × 10−4 by
this equation:

η � �πΔnd∕λ cos θ�2, (3)

where d is the thickness of the gratings, θ is the angle between
the surface normal and the diffracted laser beam, and the laser
wavelength λ is 632.8 nm [55]. We further measured the re-
fractive index of the grating region of the B25PS sample with a
prism coupler. The refractive index of the B25PS sample at
633 nm is 1.8389 and 1.8398 before and after fs laser irradi-
ation, respectively. Therefore, the change of refractive index Δn
is positive. It makes it possible to achieve Bi-activated wave-
guides. The waveguide was fabricated 300 μm below the glass
surface. The pump light enters the sample from one side of
the waveguide. Ultrabroadband NIR luminescence from the
Bi-activated waveguide was detected at the other side of the
waveguide by 3 W∕cm2 of 808 nm pumping. The broadband
emission from the Bi-activated waveguide covers from 1000 to
1600 nm with an FWHM of 236 nm. Compared to waveguide
samples, Bi NIR luminescence can hardly be observed, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). Actually, the B25PS sample also exhibits
NIR luminescence, which is very weak and can only be ob-
served in the magnified spectra [see Fig. 6(b)]. This originates
from the ultralow content of Bi NIR emission centers in the

Fig. 6. Illustration of Bi-activated optical waveguide. (a) Optical microscope image of gratings inside the B25PS sample under 6.0 μJ laser pulse
energy and the diffraction pattern of an He–Ne laser at 632.8 nm; (b) Bi NIR emission when pumping the waveguide under 808 nm irradiation
(3 W∕cm2).
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B25PS sample. Furthermore, we have measured the transmis-
sion loss of waveguides at 1310 nm using the cutback method,
and its propagation loss was 0.68 dB/cm. The propagation loss
of the waveguide written in the borosilicate glass is higher than
that in pure silica, which is 0.12 dB/cm [56]. Currently, the
work is only a proof of concept, and it can be further improved
by the proper design of glass compositions and optimizations of
other parameters for laser writing.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The key to extending the amplification bandwidth of a wave-
guide is to realize the modulation of novel active ions with
ultrabroad NIR emission in the microregion. Here, via fs direct
writing, we demonstrate the fabrication of Bi-functionalized
gratings inside borosilicate glasses. The typical ultrabroadband
Bi NIR luminescence is obtained instantly in the grating region
and stabilizes permanently at ambient temperature. We dis-
cover that the generation of Bi NIR centers is due to the photo-
reduction reaction of Bi NIR active species from high-valence
Bi3� ions to low-valence under fs laser irradiation. Furthermore,
Bi NIR emission of the grating region is enhanced significantly
by 600 times through adding PbO after fs laser irradiation, of-
fering a new way to enhance Bi NIR emission in a local region.
Moreover, this novel emission can be erased by thermal treat-
ment and rewritten by fs irradiation. As a proof of concept, we
demonstrate the ultrabroadband Bi NIR emission from a wave-
guide under 808 nm pumping, indicating the potential appli-
cations in a Bi-activated waveguide amplifier. Although the
quality and the refractive index change of the waveguide should
be further improved, it provides guidance for realizing Bi-
doped waveguide amplifiers with efficient gain in the future.
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